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Introduction
The path to e-commerce profitability can mimic your favorite hike: rolling hills, valleys, 
and plateaus that make you wonder, What’s next?

Like your trusty canteen, email is one avenue that marketing trailblazers can 
consistently rely on. Half of email subscribers purchase something from marketing 
emails at least once per month. As a result, email marketing earns a tremendous 
ROI of $36 for every $1 spent. 

To perform well in the email marketing realm, you must have high email deliverability 
rates. You want your email to reach your subscribers’ inboxes directly and stay 
out of the spam folder. Seems simple, right? Unfortunately, this process isn’t as 
straightforward as it may seem. 

Of the 270 billion emails sent around the globe every day, nearly half of those 
messages are spam. To fight the influx of spam messages, Internet Service Providers 
(ISPs) have gotten good at blocking suspicious emails from users’ inboxes. While this 
is great for users, this spam response can make it harder than necessary for email 
marketers like yourself to land high inbox placement. 

As your partner in inbox placement, Bloomreach can help you navigate the path 
to 99% email inbox placement. This guide will walk you through how even small 
changes in email inbox placement can significantly affect your annual revenue. 

Along the way, you’ll meet three outdoor fitness companies of all different sizes, and 
see just how much impact high email inbox placement can make on their bottom 
lines. By “email inbox placement,” we mean the main inbox that people actually 
check, not the promotion, social, or spam boxes that most emails end up in. 

Another note: While these are all real outdoor B2C companies, we’ve changed 
their names for anonymity. And because these are not Bloomreach customers, we 
should also mention now that, for all in-tents and purposes, we’ve used assumed 
percentages from publicly available databases, as well as Bloomreach industry and 
customer data to inform this study. 

Happy trails! 

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/email-marketing-stats
https://www.litmus.com/resources/email-marketing-roi/
https://www.bloomreach.com/en/blog/2022/email-deliverability-2022
https://www.bloomreach.com/en
https://www.bloomreach.com/en/blog/2022/email-deliverability-2022
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Before hitting the trail, it’s important to warm up. Dynamic stretching is essential 
— and not only for your body. Encourage your team to stretch the limits of current 
deliverability metrics, so you can start to scale and grow with low monetary 
investment and high ROI. 

Even minor improvements can yield big results. Take a look at a well-known 
athletic brand that sends 7.3 million emails monthly, which we will call “GOLA.” 
GOLA maintains a healthy monthly revenue of nearly $2.5 million thanks to email 
conversions.

But, consider what could happen if GOLA boosted their email inbox placement 
rates from 97.3% to 99%. With 99% inbox placement and the same unique open, 
click-to-open, and click-to-conversion rates, GOLA would enjoy 332 more monthly 
conversions by sending the same email to more contacts in their mailing list. 

Assuming that each of those 332 customers spends $100 with GOLA, this athletic 
brand could rake in over $33,000 in extra cash per month. That’s just under 
$400,000 per year, thanks to less than a 2% bump in email placement. What an 
easy way for GOLA to hit its revenue goal-a!

Minor Improvement (GOLA) 
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34,361,600

8,590,400

1,202,656

36,400,000
Emails Delivered

120,266
Conversions

7,132,100

1,783,025

249,624

25% Unique Open

14% Click to Open

10% Click to 
Conversion

24,962
Conversions

7,300,000 Emails Delivered

34,361,600

8,590,400

1,202,656

36,400,000
Emails Delivered

120,266
Conversions

7,292,700

1,823,175

255,245

25% Unique Open

14% Click to Open

10% Click to Conversion

25,524
Conversions

7,300,000 Emails Delivered

97.7% 
Inbox Placement

+562
conversions

per
month!

+5.6K

+40K

99.9% 
Inbox Placement

The Cost of Low Inbox Placement

+161K
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Scouts (and digital marketers) believe that you should be prepared for anything. 
With e-commerce landscapes changing rapidly, it’s nice to know that you can 
rely on email inbox placement to propel revenue forward. 

“Fallspice,” a direct-to-consumer swimwear business, relies heavily on revenue 
driven by email. Every month, Fallspice earns an estimated $2.1 million from email 
conversions. Here’s the kicker: They’re only reaching 93.6% of main inboxes (not 
promotion, spam, or other inboxes), meaning that Fallspice unknowingly leaves 
millions of dollars on the table every year by not optimizing inbox placement. 

By simply improving inbox placement to 99%, Fallspice could gain 813 additional 
conversions every month. At $150 average order value, Fallspice would generate 
$121,000 in additional sales. Over a year, this additional income would reach 
nearly $1.5 million! 

Wondering why these numbers differ from that of GOLA? Gains and losses 
influenced by inbox placement will increase as a company grows. Improving 
inbox placement rates with the right data and marketing technology is crucial 
to your business goals. Just imagine how much growth you can be directly 
responsible for when you’re able to drive an additional $1.5 million in revenue 
(besides your best happy dance).

Significant Improvement (Fallspice)
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34,361,600

8,590,400

1,202,656

36,400,000
Emails Delivered

120,266
Conversions

4,024,800

1,006,200

140,868

25% Unique Open

14% Click to Open

10% Click to 
Conversion

14,087
Conversions

4,300,000 Emails Delivered

34,361,600

8,590,400

1,202,656

36,400,000
Emails Delivered

120,266
Conversions

4,295,700

1,073,925

150,350

25% Unique Open

14% Click to Open

10% Click to Conversion

15,035
Conversions

4,300,000 Emails Delivered

93.6% 
Inbox Placement

+948
conversions

per
month!

+9.5K

+68K

99.9% 
Inbox Placement

The Cost of Low Inbox Placement

+271K

F A L L S P I C E F A L L S P I C E
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It’s a good thing you remembered your hiking boots. Before we reach our 
destination, we’ll have to climb to the peak of Mount Athena. From the summit, 
you can see winding rivers, lush canopies, and waterfalls of extra revenue.

“Athena” is a force in the outdoor fitness industry, with a supersized email contact 
list to match. When Athena sends an email to its list of over 884 million subscribers, 
the company typically delivers to 97.7% of those inboxes and yields over 3 million 
conversions. 

It’s hard to imagine that Athena could reach even greater heights, but with 99% 
inbox placement, the company would automatically register over 40,000 more 
conversions monthly. Assuming every converted customer spends $100 with 
Athena, the fitness brand could generate an additional $4 million every month. 

Much like Fallspice, Athena’s results differ from GOLA because of scale. As 
a significant enterprise-level organization with nearly 1 billion email contacts, 
Athena sees eye-popping wins (or losses) as a result of email deliverability 
metrics. Just 1.2% more emails delivered is all Athena needs to earn an extra $48 
million in sales revenue every year. New hiking gear for everyone!

Improvements on an 
Enterprise Scale (Athena) 
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34,361,600

8,590,400

1,202,656

36,400,000
Emails Delivered

120,266
Conversions

863,765,700

215,941,425

30,231,800

25% Unique Open

14% Click to Open

10% Click to 
Conversion

3,023,180
Conversions

884,100,000 Emails Delivered

34,361,600

8,590,400

1,202,656

36,400,000
Emails Delivered

120,266
Conversions

875,259,000

218,814,750

30,634,065

25% Unique Open

14% Click to Open

10% Click to Conversion

3,063,407
Conversions

884,100,000 Emails Delivered

97.7% 
Inbox Placement

+40,227
conversions

per
month!

+402K

+2,5Mn

99.9% 
Inbox Placement

The Cost of Low Inbox Placement

+11,5Mn
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The map may end here, but there’s still a secret path yet to be discovered — your 
journey to 99% email inbox placement is just beginning.

As these examples indicate, email inbox placement is a big deal, and can seriously 
impact your revenue goals. At Bloomreach, we can help you optimize your email 
marketing strategy so that you can reach 99% inbox placement — and not leave 
thousands (or millions!) of dollars behind in monthly revenue.

We Offer a Powerful Customer Data Engine 

You’ve got data, and we know how to put it to best use. Whether you have 
an existing data infrastructure or no infrastructure at all, Bloomreach 
works with your business so you can take your marketing and sales 
efforts to the next level. 

Take the data gleaned from your website, mobile app, and more, and 
have Bloomreach’s customer data engine turn this intel into actionable 
insights that you can put into use immediately.

This powerful analytics core unifies your customer data into a single 
marketing view, making it possible to create real-time customer segments 
and send truly personalized content that will make your audience want 
to click on your emails (and most importantly, convert!).

Never again will you send Boater Betty an email about skiing gear. With 
Bloomreach, Betty gets highly relevant emails publicizing the boating 
accessories she’s most likely to buy, and you get to earn more revenue 
using the power of insightful customer data.

Here’s how we do it: 

Your Secret Path to  
99% Inbox Placement
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Personalized Content = Happy Camper Customers 

Relevant, high-quality emails are the bedrock of high deliverability 
rates. No matter how catchy your subject line or stunning your graphics 
are, if your message doesn’t include timely and relevant content, your 
customers are less likely to convert. 

Bloomreach Engagement can help you cut through the confusion of 
email personalization. Our solution learns your customers’ patterns and 
preferences, so you can optimize your touchpoints and make sure that 
you’re sending your message at the moment your customer is most 
likely to take action. 

Remind your shoppers of abandoned carts, send back-in-stock notices, 
suggest items similar to the ones your customer loves, and promote 
sales on items they’ve got their eyes on. With Bloomreach by your side, 
you’ll be a natural at messaging that converts in no time.

Be-leaf you could be generating more revenue with 
high inbox placement? Use our handy calculator 
to estimate the impact 99% email inbox placement 
could have on your business goals.
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Bloomreach is the world’s #1 Commerce Experience Cloud, 

empowering brands to deliver customer journeys so personalized, 

they feel like magic. It offers a suite of products that drive true 

personalization and digital commerce growth, including: Discovery, 

offering AI-driven search and merchandising; Content, offering

a headless CMS; and Engagement, offering a leading CDP and 

marketing automation solutions. Together, these solutions combine 

the power of unified customer and product data with the speed and 

scale of AI-optimization, enabling revenue-driving digital commerce 

experiences that convert on any channel and every journey. 

Bloomreach serves over 850 global brands including:

For more information, visit Bloomreach.com.

About Bloomreach  

FIND OUT MORE




